
Why use the TSI Canvas?

You can use the canvas as a standalone Tri- Sector ideation tool 
or integrated with other strategy and innovation tools (e.g., BMC, LC)

Tri- Sector Innovation (TSI) Canvas is a one- page silo- busting ideation tool designed for entrepreneurs and innovators from all sectors. 
The canvas helps you solve problems, find opportunities, and develop strategy using the Tri- Sector Innovation approach.

The TSI Canvas is designed to:

• Help you expand options and possibilities and 
then home in on ideas to develop or enhance 
your business model and solve problems 

• Integrate impact into the design process in a  way 
that strengthens your business model

• Uncover existing resources that can be 
repurposed and aligned to benefit your model 
and create value for your customers and other 
beneficiaries 

• Spark innovative solutions by enabling you to 
move between high-level ideation and  pragmatic 
problem solving within a single view 

• Be highly flexible so you can use it for a wide 
range of needs like rapid riffing on ideas or 
delving deeper into a concept

The Tri-Sector frame helps you  
strengthen your concept by bringing  
together resources and capabilities from  
each sector. Prompts help you look  
across the siloed sectors to find existing  
resources and organizations, along with  
self-interests that can aligned and  
harnessed.

The Problem frame is where you focus on needs 
and opportunities for your business AND impact. 
Prompts help you keep humans centered as you 

work  through this frame. This approach of  
understanding the needs of the business, 

beneficiaries, and sectors helps you develop 
models that are both impactful and successful.

The Concept frame is your space to connect 
dots to build out and evaluate your 
innovative concept. These prompts 

are designed to help you analyze 
your ideas with a tri- sector lens  

and a human- centered perspective.

The TSI Canvas has three large frames, each with a particular focus: Problem, Concept, and Tri- Sector. 
Each frame contains blocks with prompts to spark ideation and expand possibilities & perspectives.

The canvas will be incomplete in this first pass. The TSI 
Canvas supports an iterative approach to ideation and 
concept development.

Common scenarios and TSI Canvas starting points
Do you have a business problem, impact issue, or community need to address?Try 
starting with the Problem Frame

Do you have an idea to further develop or an invention that needs business model?
Try starting with the Concept Frame

Have you found an interesting resource that you'd like to repurpose or reimagine?
Try starting with the Tri-Sector Frame

Check out our video walk-through 
of  the TSI Canvas on YouTube
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To start, fill out title block at the top of the canvas. This should be a descriptive title for this solution or 
concept, and is subject to change as you develop the concept further. This is especially helpful when 
riffing on multiple ideas.

In your first pass at the canvas, read through each block 
and answer where you can, starting with what you know.

How to use the TSI Canvas

Elements of the TSI Canvas

Terms- to- know
Tri- Sector Innovation: An approach to solving problems and creating innovations that transform  
business and society, and improve the state of the world with models that apply a tri- sector  
mindset.  Learn more about tri- sector innovation here!

Tri- Sector Equation: A tool to develop a detailed plan for aligning and harnessing self interests to  
support a tri- sector concept or model. This free tool was created by NewImpact and is available on  
our website.

Sector: A grouping of organizations based on shared characteristics such as governance, funding, 
and purpose. Within each sector is an array of roles, drivers, capabilities, and resources.

• Public sector examples: government entities, legal authorities, universities/academic institutions
• Private sector examples: for-profit enterprises, corporations and businesses
• Social sector examples: nonprofit organizations, activism groups, philanthropic foundations

Resources: A supply of materials, datasets, staff, knowledge, communication channels, 
relationships, capital, or other assets associated with an organization.
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Working across blocks and frames you will: generate ideas, capture findings, find patterns and 
connect dots, and home in on solutions that seem promising.

The TSI Canvas is designed to help you iterate and develop your ideas. You can start with 
any block in any frame (problem, concept, tri-sector) and revisit to refine as your ideas evolve.

Iterative 
Approach

Services Connections Data Assets People

Skills / expertise
Continued skill 
development
Events
Programs

Formal / informal
Collaborations
Network 
ecosystem
Partnerships

Data sets
Client feedback
Service usage
Donor database
Global statistics

Goods
Content / IP
Platform
Funding
Infrastructure

Subject experts
Lived experience
Volunteers
Advocates
Early adopters

There is no "correct" or fixed pathway or order for
 proceeding through the canvas, but there are some common innovation pathways. A few of
these pathways are mapped on page two of this guide.

When you encounter a block that is difficult to answer, try consulting the TSI Canvas Question Bank 
for additional prompts to aid thinking.

To find a block's corresponding prompts in the Question Bank, look for the matching letter/number id 
(see circle next to each block on the canvas) P1 C1 T1

Continue taking passes at the canvas, working towards increasingly detailed answers in every block. 
Your thinking and answers will inform other parts of the canvas. You can use a suite of NewImpact 
tools to help you answer prompts or other approaches and methods of gathering insights.

With each pass, work to find patterns and opportunities and develop concepts that cut across silos and  
standard approaches.

Review what you’ve written and note assumptions that may need testing and blocks that need additional  
research or have less detail than others.

Refine until you have a concept or solution that you are happy with AND you have solid answers in block C3  
(here you summarize how resources & self- interests from each sector will be harnessed to support your concept).

https://coda.io/@newimpact-share/tri-sector-mindset-and-tools/tri-sector-innovation-tools-7
https://coda.io/@newimpact-share/tri-sector-mindset-and-tools/tri-sector-innovation-tools-7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Szwx20Zv99s
https://coda.io/@newimpact-share/tri-sector-mindset-and-tools


I have a business problem that I'd like to solve (example: I need access to new customers)

Explore, expand, and refine possible customer base
Identify needs/problems & other orgs in customer orbit

Factor impact, trends and conditions into problem frame

Refine concept, 
problems/needs & value 

created based  on 
expanded customers

Identify orgs in customer orbit
Uncover repurposable resources

Find alignment of self- interests to help 
gain access

Ideate and  factor in 
resources and orgs 

from each each 
sector

Revisit and refactor assumptions, biases, needs and 
concept to best harness resources, address needs and 

create opportunity

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
T1

T2

T3
C3 C4 C5 C6 C2 C1C1 C2

Social

Tri- Sector 
Equation

(TSE)

Public

Private

C1 C2 C4 C5 C6 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

- Define problem/opportunity frame
- Identify impact & business needs aligned w/concept
- Explore & define potential customers & beneficiaries
- Factor community, trends, and conditions into frame

- Outline concept and value proposition
- Capture existing success criteria & considerations

- Identify assumptions and potential complicating factors

Refine problems, 
needs, and value

created based
on discovery

in previous step

- Identify orgs in orbit of
customers & beneficiaries

- Uncover repurposable 
resources

- Find alignment of
self- interests to help

gain access to resources

Ideate & factor
in resources 

and orgs 
from each 

sector

Revisit and refactor assumptions, biases, 
needs and concept to best harness resources,

address needs, and create opportunity

T1

T2

T3
C3 C4 C5 C6 C2 C1C2

I have an concept that I would like to turn into an sucessful and impactful business

I have found a unique resource -- how might I leverage it to add value to customers and benefit my business?

T1 T2 T3

- Identify business needs and impact aread that align with your business 
(and align with orgs having resources being explored)

- Explore and define potential customers & beneficiaries
- Factor community, trends, and conditions into frame

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 C1 C2 C4 C5 C6

- Outline concept and value proposition
- Ideate and explore ways to harness resources & align

self- interests in model that produces mutual benefit
- Review assumptions & other considerations 
for opportunities to offset with repurposed

resources, alignment, or model design

C3

- Identify self- interests of org(s) with  
potentially repurposable resources

- Explore other orgs & resources available
- Identify impact areas where these orgs 

may have a footprint or interest

Explore further as you uncover additional 
customer, beneficiaries, and opportunities

The community has articulated a problem that I'd like to help solve

- Develop deep understanding of needs and impact articulated
- Determine who is impacted and who would benefit from solutions

- Identify needs and other organizations amongst benficiaries & community
- Factor impact, trends and conditions into the problem frame

- Uncover orgs & repurposable
resources that can play a role

- Find alignment of self- interests
 to harness

Ideate & factor in 
resources and orgs 
from each sector

Revisit & refactor assumptions, biases, needs, and 
concept to best harness resources, address

needs and create opportunity

P2 P3 P5 C1
T1

T2

T3
C3 C4 C5 C6 C2 C1C2P4

P6

P1

- Outline potental solutions/concept,
 problems, needs & value created

- Identify assumptions, biases,
 needs, and complications

C4 C5 C6

Need ideas about where to start? 
Here are some innovation pathways other innovators have taken through the TSI Canvas

Send feedback 
& questions

Have questions? 

Discover another 
innovation pathway 
through the  canvas? 

Tell us how the TSI 
Canvas  worked for you 
and how it could be 
improved! 

Email us at 

Learn more & 
connect with us

www.newimpact.care
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Business Model 
Canvas

Lean Canvas

Social

Tri- Sector 
Equation

(TSE)

Public

Private

Business Model 
Canvas

Lean Canvas

Social

Tri- Sector 
Equation

(TSE)

Public

Private

Business Model 
Canvas

Lean Canvas

Social

Tri- Sector 
Equation

(TSE)

Public

Private

Business Model 
Canvas

Lean Canvas

Find free resources & tools 
on  our website

https://www.newimpact.care/our- toolkit

tsi- canvas- feedback@newimpact.care

Get help with your 
tri- sector strategy

Connect with our
 TSI Advisory Services

https://www.newimpact.care/advisory- services

https://www.newimpact.care/our-toolkit
https://www.newimpact.care/
https://www.newimpact.care/advisory-services
mailto:tsi-canvas-feedback@newimpact.care
https://www.linkedin.com/company/newimpact/


  Tri- Sector  Problem

Business Need Impact Need

Describe the problems or opportunities to be 
addressed for impact AND the business

Who would benefit from solutions to these problems ?

What specific bottlenecks or opportunities should
 be addressed for beneficiaries identified above?

What needs or opportunities have been expressed by people 
who are beneficiaries? By others in the community?

Include direct quotes, if feasible   

What needs or opportunities have been expressed by 
organizations within sector?

What does research tell us about the current state
and emerging trends in this problem or opportunity area ?

Identify resources & organizational self- interests that
 might be repurposed and aligned to support this concept

What organizations have some of these resources
and/or could play a role in this concept or problem?

Stretch your thinking to include orgs not typically top of mind in this space

 What existing resources might be repurposed 
to support this concept or problem?

Be sure to include resources from all sectors and stretch your thinking to
include resources currently unengaged in this space or used for other purposes

What potential self- interests exist in each sector? 
What self- interests might be aligned and harnessed 

for this concept or problem?

P1

P2

P3

P4

P6

P5

T1

T3

  Concept

Describe the solution/concept

What might complicate success?
How might these be mitigated?

What value will the solution deliver? 
How will targeted bottlenecks & needs be addressed?

What does success look like for this concept?

What assumptions are being made about this concept?

How do resources and organizations from each sector 
factor into the concept?

C1

C5

C6

C4

Inspired by and intended to augment the Business Model Canvas and Lean Canvas

What impact do you aim to achieve? 

Enhance your model - Expand perspective and possibilities - Ideate - Iterate - Repurpose Resources + Realign with self- interests to produce common benefit  

Tri- Sector Innovation Canvas v2 © 2022 by NewImpact (www.newimpact.care) is licensed under CC BY- NC- SA 4.0

C2

C3 T2

Title/headline for this concept    How to use: Start with what you already know 
from any of the frames (problem, concept, tri- 
sector). Answers can inform other parts of the 
canvas. Then iterate and ideate to complete the 
rest of the canvas. Use the helpful prompts in 
the TSI Canvas Question Bank.
Revisit sections or individual questions as you 
expand your thinking.

Want to dig deeper?   
Refer to Problem frame   

Want to dig deeper?   
Refer to Tri- Sector frame   

Break down by sector: Private, Public, Social   

Break down by sector: Private, Public, Social   

Break down by sector: Private, Public, Social   

Beneficiaries can include: customers, end users, impacted people, organizations, etc.  

Tri- Sector Innovation (TSI) Canvas v2

https://www.strategyzer.com/canvas/business-model-canvas
http://www.newimpact.care/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/?ref=chooser-v1
http://www.newimpact.care


  Tri- Sector  Problem

Business Need Impact Need

Describe the problems or opportunities to be 
addressed for impact AND the business

Who would benefit from solutions to these problems ?

What specific bottlenecks or opportunities should
 be addressed for beneficiaries identified above?

What needs or opportunities have been expressed by people 
who are beneficiaries? By others in the community?

Include direct quotes, if feasible   

What needs or opportunities have been expressed by 
organizations within each sector?

What does research tell us about the current state
and emerging trends in this problem or opportunity area ?

Identify resources & organizational self- interests that
 might be repurposed and aligned to support this concept

What organizations have some of these resources
and/or could play a role in this concept or problem?

Stretch your thinking to include orgs not typically top of mind in this space

 What existing resources might be repurposed to 
support this concept or problem?

Be sure to include resources from all three sectors and stretch your thinking
 to include resources currently unengaged in this space or used for other purposes

What potential self- interests exist in each sector? 
What self- interests might be aligned and harnessed 

for this concept or problem?

P1

P2

P3

P4

P6

P5

T1

T3

  Concept

Describe the solution/concept

What might complicate success? 
How might these be mitigated?

What value will the solution deliver? 
How will targeted bottlenecks & needs be addressed?

What does success look like for this concept?

What assumptions are being made about this concept?

How do resources and organizations from each sector 
factor into the concept?

C1

C5

C6

C4

Inspired by and intended to augment the Business Model Canvas and Lean Canvas

Enhance your model - Expand perspective and possibilities - Ideate - Iterate - Repurpose Resources + Realign with self- interests to produce common benefit  

C2

C3 T2

Title/headline for this concept    How to use: Start with what you already know 
from any of the frames (problem, concept, tri- 
sector). Answers can inform other parts of the 
canvas. Then iterate and ideate to complete the 
rest of the canvas. Use the helpful prompts in 
the TSI Canvas Question Bank.
Revisit sections or individual questions as you 
expand your thinking.

Want to dig deeper?   
Refer to Problem frame   

Want to dig deeper?   
Refer to Tri- Sector frame   

Break down by sector: Private, Public, Social   

Break down by sector: Private, Public, Social   

Break down by sector: Private, Public, Social   

Break down by sector: Private, Public, Social   

Beneficiaries can include: customers, end users, impacted people, organizations, etc.  
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To b���� a c����l�i�g, s�a��b��, 
p�o���b�� �on����r �u��n��� t�a� 
wo��� s��e ��n���er� ��m� a�� m��� 
t�e� m����

Bu�l���g Co���t�� - T�I �an��� Ex���le

- Hel� ���p�e ��r� e����y �e� v���e & 
s�e�d��� p��e� f��� t��i� �c���ul����g 
co���
- Ke�p ��i�s ����s�i�l� & c��li�� t��o�g�
ec����y; re����n� �os� �� g��e�n���t

co���m��� - pu� ��r� �o��y �� �he�� ��c�e�s, lo�- e��r� ��c�e��� in ���n���g �o��r
un���k�� �e�p�� - in����se ����s�i��l��� to ����- to- ca�� c����r�i�� w���o�t ���u�r��� a b���
fe����l �o��r���n� - c�e��� ex���l� o� ��v���me�� ��c�e��y; in����se ����h i� ��n�� �y��em
no�- p�o�� �r���iz���o�s - al���n��i�� l��i�t��� m���od ��� g���er��� d��a���n�/fu��r���i�g
su���m���et� - ad����on�� ��le� ��r ���to��� & in����se� ���t ��a�c

Fed���� go���n���t - ne��� t� e���r� �e���b�e ��d ��e���te ���i��b��i�y �� ��l��/co��� �ve��w���� -- 
de���t� e����, in���m���en� ���n ��or����s o���r �� �ar��u� ��g�o�� �f ��� co���r�
Ban��� c���um��� - ti��- co���m���/ to ���p ��� ro�� c���� b� �an� (te���u�); ba�� h���� ar� ���it�� 
an� �r���h�� a��n't a���y� �� co���n�e�� l����i�n�
Un�a�k�� ��n�u��r� - ba��s ���l ���y �o�v��� c�i�� t� ���h �o� t���� cu���m���/ ac����t �o�d���
Non- p�o�� �r���iz���o� - lo���t��� fo� ���n- d�i�� f���ra����g i� ��s�u���- in���s��e, o��n ���e l���

Sur���: Tim� ��� t�a�s���t��i�� c���t�a��t� ��hi��� t���s �o ��n�; mo�� �c��e ��r ���- in���� ho����ol��
Ban� ���l��: Lab�� ��te���v� �o ��c��� co��� (2 s�a� ��s� �� p�e��n�); mu�� c����m �o�t���s �� �ol��
Sup����r�e� c���k��: Rec���i�g ���m��� fo� ��r��� pu��h���� in ����s ��ow� �y �i�� f�� o�h�� ��s�o��r�
Sho���r�: fe�� ��du��� s���ma ���u�d ����g �o��� c�a�g�/co��� t� �u� g����ri�� �h�� a�l� �� �ha��� 
co��� t� �i�l�

- Jew��� Tz��a��h �� a ��n�- s�a�d��� m��e� f�� �h��i��b�� �on���o�s
- Sav���s ��og���s ��� ki�� �n ��e��n���y ��ho��� t� �e��h ��� va��� o� m���� an� ��v���
- Gro���g ���n� o� s���- se���c� �o�� c�u���n� ��c�i��s �� Eu��p�a� ��n��
- Ban�� �n U.S. re����n� �o�n- co����n� a�d ���p���g �e�v���� an� ��c���es ��� �o c���s

Sel�- se���c� �o�� c�u���n� ��os�� t�a� m���� it ���v��i��t ��� 
co���m��� to ���v��� lo��� �ha��� �n�o ��s�. Ad�i���na��y, 
t�e�� k�o��s ����d a���p� ��d �o�l��� d��a���n� �or ���r��a�l� 
or����za����s a� � ��w a����e f�� ��n��a�s���. Ki�s�� w��� be 
fo��� �n �u��r���ke�� �n� �� e�s��� ac���s���e t� ���.

- Giv�� ��n�u��r� ��in- to- ca�� �x���n�e at ����b� �up����r�e� wi����t �e���n� �pe���� t�i� t� ���k.
- Pro����s u���n��� co���m��� wi�� �n �a�� w�� �� co���r� ��in� �� c���.
- "Rec��l��" co��� -- re���t���ut��� c�i�� t��� w�u�� �t���wi�� �� un���� ba�� �n�� �he ����om�.
- Pro����s �o�v���e�t ��� t� �o��t� �o �h����ab�� ��g� a�d ����in � ���e�p� ��r �a� p����se�.
- Cre���� a n�� �h���el ��� c���it���� or�� f�� ��in- ba��� d��a���n�.

- Pri���� se���r re����ce� ��v��a� f�� ��c� a�d ����s�i�s ��s�e�s ����ed �� ��su�� ��cu���� co����n�, 
se���� di��r����i�n �� �o�n�,  an� ���y �o�v����on �� ��s� i� s����ma���t�
- Co�n� �r��u��d & di��r����ed �� pu���c ���to� — t�e F���ra� R���r�e; in����se� ��c��l��� & ci���l��i��
of ����s �e��c�� �os��
- Cha����b�e ��g� �� so���� se���r ca� ��l� ��t�o��c� �e� �s��� to ��� �o�n- co����n� �i�s�� b� �av���
t�e�� d��o�s ��� �i�s�� t� �o�� ��ci���l� �ro���s ��i�- d�i�� d��a���n�

- Hav� ���li��� �f �e��l� �a�h��� t��i� c���� vi� �u� ���s�� t��o�g��u� t�� US
- Cha��� t�� �el����y o� ��r���c� i� t�� US �co���y - lo��� n�e� ��r ��� co���
- Sca�� �� co���p� �� 10,000 ki���s ���hi� 5 ye���
- Eve����l�� ha�� �� in���n��i���l �e��h

- Co�n- co����n� �ec� ��l� ��mo�� ��n�/un����ra���s, co��� c�i�� �c���at���, an� ��g ���m 
co���c��y.
- Log����c� a���n� �is���b��i�� �f �o��y ���l �e�� t� �e ��v��o��d ��� s�a��b��
- Con����r� �il� �r���� su���m���et� ��t� C�i�s��� k�o��s �� ��ke �� ��r��w�i�� f��
su���m���et�.

- Wil� �h� ��� 20 su���m���et� ��y ��? Spa�� �� di����t �� �om� ��, so �� ��ve �� ��ve ���� va��� �ha�� �� ma�� ��
wo�� f�� �h��.
- US �in� ��y ��e ��� ki���s ��at "re��c��" co��� �n� �ed���� ne�� ��r �e� c���� as � ��r�a� �� t��i� f����n� �od��
t�a� �s ���ed �� ��in ���d���i�n
- Pot����al ����n�e�t��� �or ����r�a�k���: If �o�s����s �a�� c���la���s �� i�s��� �it� ���s� a�d ����c� �up����r�e�
s�a� �� r��o�v� �� �ay $
- How ����d �a��n� � �ma�� p����n�a�� �f ��e t���� su� �� � fe� ��ec� ��n���er ����e?

Pri����: 
co��- co����n� �ec���l��� - 
bu���, bo���w, or ��� t���?
Ar�o��d ���ri��� - to 
t�a�s��� m��e� f��� k�o��s
AC� ba���n� �y��em - 
lo���t��� de����p�e�t
Loc���o�s - Ki�s�� n�e� ��d� 
ge����p�i��l ���t�i��t�o� �� 
lo����on� ��t� ��g�- 
f�e���n�� fo�� �ra�c

Pub���: 
US co��� - p�o��c�� �y 
US �in� & di��r����ed 
vi� F��e��l R��e�v�
Da�l� ��i� ��m��� 
s�a��s���al ����l - 
w�e�� t�� �or� ��i�s 
s�o��s ��u�d ����r, t�e 
mo�� ��ti���y �� �o�d� 
tu���v��

Soc���: 
Don���o� c����ig�� 
- ta� ��t� ��is 
ne���r� ��n- p�o��s 
us� �� �a�s� �u�d� ���
co�� ��na����

Soc���:
UN����
Red ����s
W��

Pub���:
Fed���� Res����
Roy�� UK �in�

Pri����:
Top 20 ma��� 
su���m���et�

Non- p�o�� co��- ba��� 
fu��r���i�g ���k� 
e�c����y. Ki�s�� c�u�� 
in����se ����s� �o p����e 
w�o ��g�� d��a��, an� 
re���� ha��l� ��� 
re����ce� ���de� ��r 
lo���t���. Co�l� �r��i�� 
hi���r ���d�a���n� �ow�� 
at ����r �o�t.

Fed���� Res���� 
de����te� �� �n�u��n� 
fu��t���i�g, re����le 
cu���n�� s��te� �� 
ev��� z�� �od� �� �he 
co���r�. Ne�d �� 
re���� ma����c�u��n� 
an� ��s���bu���� 
co��s.

su���m���et� (p�i��t�)  - mo�� ��s�o��r�, mo�� ��r�e�, mo�� �p���in� ��w�� = mo�� ��le�
fe����l �e��r�� (pu���c) - ha�� c���� p�o��c�� �en� ��s���g; s�a�n��� �n� �ow ���n ��o��d ���o �c��o�y
no�- p�o��s (so����) - ne�� ��re ���d��i��n�, mo�� ��ce�� t� ���en���� do���s, an� ��d��e� l����ti��� c���; 
t�i�k ����r �e�t��� m���t �e ��l� �o ��l� ��t� �og����ca� ��s� & co��l����y

Sup����r�e�s co��� 
in����se ����s �� 
le����gi�� �n���as�� 
fo�� �r��� o� 
cu���m��� t�a� w��� 
al�� ��ve ���� 
s�e�d��� p��e� �t 
t�e�� s���es.
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What impact do you aim to achieve? 
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Is this need defined enough to design solutions 
for? If not, consider getting more specific -- 
additional research may be needed.
What is the desired future state? What are we 
solving ?
What are the key features of this problem (physical, 
financial, social, professional, etc.)?
What unique needs or conditions must be 
considered (e.g. geographical, community, cultural)?
What are the needs of people or organizations who 
would pay to address this issue?

What is the desired future state?
What customer needs or opportunities 
should be addressed?
What specific needs or opportunities 
for our business should be addressed?

Thinking about business and impact needs
Impact NeedsBusiness Needs

Identifying beneficiaries
Who experiences and is most impacted by this problem, whether directly or indirectly?
What groups are most vulnerable to the conditions that this problem creates?
Who is not top of mind but also has this problem?
What organizations have already been working to address this problem?
If this problem was addressed, who would benefit from the opportunities that would open up? 
What organizations would best leverage these opportunities?
Who could gain from a solution to this problem? Who might have a stake in the outcome?

What are the greatest pain points that impacted people experience?
Which pain points are the most frequent, costly, or urgent for your beneficiaries?
What key bottlenecks might be key leverage points for greatest impact?
What are the opportunities or leverage points ripe for innovation?
Which bottlenecks have too few or an excess of organizations or resources?
What bottleneck(s), if addressed, could fundamentally change the nature of the problem?

  Note: These often occur near the beginning of the Impact Journey

Identifying bottlenecks & opportunities

Understanding needs of people & community
Which direct quotes from your interviews/ research best reflect insights & perspectives heard from:

the community?
impacted people?
people who work and/or volunteer in the problem space?

When and where do they experience the problem?
What consequences do they experience?
How do lived experiences of the problem vary?
What do your customers say they want/need? What limitations have they expressed?
What do people from organizations who will pay to address this issue say they want/need?
What gaps or lost opportunities have been discussed in interviews and research?

Understanding needs across the three sectors
How does each sector currently relate to the problem? What motivations might they have?
How do they relate to one another with regard to the problem? What dynamics exist between each 
sector?
What gaps or needs were identified by people from each sector:

Private?
Social?
Public?

In what ways did people in each sector envision other sectors helping with or contributing to the 
problem?
Where did people in each sector see possibilities for collaboration or partnership?
What relevant sector- specific strengths or limitations were identified?

Starting from research -- current state and trends
What research supports the need for solving this problem now?
What solutions are in place today? How have these helped or hindered progress?
What successes and failures were uncovered in our research? What has worked well and could be 
replicated or scaled up?
What relevant structures and ecosystems play a role in this problem area? What roles do they play? 
How have roles changed over time?
What policies have had positive or negative impact?
What roles do each of the sectors have in the problem space? How do the sectors interact?
What biases or assumptions surround this problem? What historical contexts may be influencing 
these?
What funding exists in this problem area? How has funding been targeted? What was impact?
What trends are emerging or tapering off? How do these affect the nature of the problem? Do they 
cause a shift in demand, or increase in need?

Defining the value proposition & needs addressed
How will impacted people and others benefit from this concept? How might it successfully meet 
needs ways that don't negatively impact or marginalize people?
How will you create value for your:

beneficiaries
customers
funders

What key bottlenecks or pain points are addressed in this concept?
How does this meet identified business needs? Impact needs?
How is this concept an improvement over existing solutions?
What new opportunities does this concept create?
In looking at the following, what context and trends strengthen or support the case for this concept:

in the problem frame
in the tri- sector frame
market trends, environment, or cultural context

Laying out success factors
What might be indicators of success or positive outcomes? Failure or negative outcomes?
What are intended or unintended consequences that could arise from the success of this concept?
How will you measure positive impact?
How does this concept scale?
How does this concept meet funding or business criteria?

Acknowledging assumptions & biases
What do we not know, that we need to know, to develop or flesh out this concept?
What must be true for this innovation/solution concept to work?
What assumptions might need to be tested?
What assumptions or underlying biases are there about the problem?
What assumptions are there about what wouldn't work? Which of these could be disrupted or 
addressed through the design of our concept?

Considering complications & risks
What policy, economic, environmental, or cultural factors may complicate success?
Consider how misaligned or conflicting self- interests might create risk or complications. How might 
these be mitigated?
What trends or forces might hinder success?
How might risk or complications be mitigated through alignment and repurposing resources?
How are underlying bias mitigated?
What are the risks of NOT solving this problem?

How might existing resources from organizations in other sectors be leveraged to solve key 
business needs such as (but not limited to):

access to new customers
cost reduction
different pricing potential
establish credibility

What organizations might contribute unique resources and capabilities specific to their sector? 
(e.g. a public sector org could change policy whereas other sectors cannot)
How might you collaborate with or repurpose existing resources from organizations:

working in this problem/opportunity space
with overlapping beneficiaries and/or customers

How might organizations from each of the sectors contribute to and benefit from this concept?
How might aligned self- interests from organizations in all three sectors be leveraged for the 
success of this concept and for common benefit?
What might a strategy look like for integrating each of the sectors?

Private?
Public?
Social?

a selection of questions & prompts

  Concept Question Bank

Which of the key resources needed to deliver this concept could be met by repurposing existing 
resources from other orgs?

Think creatively about resources to include: open data, slack capacity, untapped networks, 
underutilized programs, surplus assets, specialized skill, expertise, connections in key communities, 
content, etc.

What new opportunities might there be to use existing resources in new ways?
Are there resources that could be leveraged from each sector to address the impact needs?
Are there resources that could be leveraged from each sector to address the business needs?
In thinking about what you need funding to support, can any of these be addressed by 
repurposing resources from other orgs?
How could these resources help offset costs and risks or address complexities?

Reimagining & repurposing resources

Identifying & leveraging organizations from sectors
What organizations COULD be involved outside of the "usual suspects" (i.e. current status quo)?
Who are the people or organizations who will/would pay to address this issue?
What organizations are already serving the same customers/beneficiaries? Who wants to be?
What organizations currently have the resources you've identified in the above section?

Consider how might these organizations be leveraged to access resources required.
What organizations are looking for similar resources needed for the concept?

Consider whether these organizations could be aligned to gain access to the resource. 
Are there organizations with unique competencies or capabilities specific to their sector that could 
augment your own competencies for the success of this concept (e.g. a public sector org could change 
zoning or policy whereas other sectors cannot)?
Who or what organizations might stand to benefit from addressing the problem?

What motivations might organizations have to contribute to this concept? Conversely, what 
motivations might organizations have against this concept?
Who might directly or indirectly benefit from or have interest in the success of this concept?
How might organizations already working in this space actively contribute to this concept-- or not 
object to passive use, once understood? How might these orgs benefit from this concept?
Who is not top- of- mind, but has this problem, that could contribute to/benefit from the concept?
Who might pay to address this issue or one that overlaps with this issue? Why would they pay into 
the success of this solution?
Who could leverage potential opportunities that may arise from the success of this concept?
Who has existing networks, media, or channels that you might tap into to support or enhance this 
concept? How might they benefit?

P2

P1

P3

P4

P5

P6

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

T1

T2

T3

Terms- to- know
Sector: Grouping of organizations based on shared characteristics such as governance, 
funding, and purpose. Each sector has an array of roles, drivers, capabilities, and resources.

Public sector examples: government entities, legal authorities, 
universities/academic institutions
Private sector examples: for- profit enterprises, corporations and businesses
Social sector examples: non- profit organizations, activism groups, philanthropic 
foundations

Resources: A supply of materials, datasets, staff, knowledge, communication channels, 
relationships, capital, or other assets associated with an organization.
(See below for examples)

Unpack the Tri- Sector Innovation Canvas - Stimulate creativity - Provoke thinking - Break out of existing silos and go beyond the obvious

Thinking about the concept

Harnessing resources for a tri- sector strategy

Does your current idea concept address your business need? Your impact need?
How does your concept bridge business and impact needs? How might bridging the needs 
strengthen your idea concept?
What concepts from other industries might serve as a useful model or inspiration?
What models from other sectors might be emulated or adapted to support success in this concept?
How does this concept reimagine and repurpose existing programs or assets?

Consider that transformative innovations include more than new tools or software -- the  
addition of new or reimagined mechanisms, models & resources can bring about dramatic 
improvements  to existing programs and other assets in communities.

How might you recombine patterns and models identified by you or others?

scale- up business
network expansion
recruiting

Aligning self- interests of organizations in each sector

NewImpact is working to continuously improve our tools. Let us know where we can improve!
Email us your feedback to tsi- canvas- feedback@newimpact.care

Some examples include: 
access to new customers
cost reduction
different pricing opportunities
establish credibility
scale- up business
expand network

Services Connections Data Assets People

Skills / expertise
Continued skill 
development
Events
Programs

Formal / informal
Collaborations
Network 
ecosystem
Partnerships

Data sets
Client feedback
Service usage
Donor database
Global statistics

Goods
Content / IP
Platform
Funding
Infrastructure

Subject experts
Lived experience
Volunteers
Advocates
Early adopters

http://www.newimpact.care/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/?ref=chooser-v1
http://www.newimpact.care
mailto:feedback@newimpact.care
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Impact & Impacted people

Empathy Interviews & Maps
Spotlight Interviews & Map
Impact Journey
etc.

Customers & Users

Customer Discovery
Journey Maps & Blueprints
Jobs- to- be- done, Pains & Gains
Stakeholder Map
etc.

Desk Research & Interviews
Market trends & conditions
Money/Spending Map
Policy Review & Analysis
Economic & Social Environment
etc.

Asset Mapping
NewImpact Wiki
Spotlight Interviews & Map
System Maps
etc.

Overview of inputs

Insights - Human- centered

Insights - Research

Insights - Resources & Drivers

Communities

Community Surveys & Roundtables
Appreciative Inquiry
Public Meetings & Feedback
Spotlight Interviews & Map
Community Insights
etc.

The TSI Canvas provides a single view and a 
framework for bringing together your insights 
and research to find patterns and opportunities. 
The canvas helps you build on tools and 
processes you're already using. Your work in the 
TSI Canvas can be used as inputs into business 
model development tools, such as the 
NewImpact Tri-Sector Equation, Lean Canvas, or 
a Business Model Canvas.

https://coda.io/@newimpact-share/tri-sector-mindset-and-tools/spotlight-interviews-maps-8
https://coda.io/@newimpact-share/tri-sector-mindset-and-tools/impact-journey-11
https://coda.io/@newimpact-share/tri-sector-mindset-and-tools/newimpact-wiki-10
https://coda.io/@newimpact-share/tri-sector-mindset-and-tools/spotlight-interviews-maps-8
https://coda.io/@newimpact-share/tri-sector-mindset-and-tools/spotlight-interviews-maps-8
https://coda.io/@newimpact-share/tri-sector-mindset-and-tools/community-insights-9



